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What does it mean to be a guy who follows God? That's the
question bestselling author Michael DiMarco helped teens
answer in God Guy. And now in this 365-day devotional, he
guides guys ages 14-18 on a daily journey of learning more
about who God is and who he created them to be. Each onepage devo contains a Scripture verse of the day along with a
brief reflection that unpacks spiritual truths about
becoming a man of God. And in each entry Michael challenges
guys to choose God's way in every area of their life--with
their thoughts, actions, and daily choices about everything
from friends to faith.
Whether you have made prayer a habit already or this is your
first prayer devotional, inspiration is waiting for you in
the daily prayers written here. Ultimately, prayer is a
conversation with God. You don't need to use fancy words or
recite long passages of Scripture. Just talk to God. Open
your heart. He adores you, and he&;s listening to every word
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you say. Some days your prayers may be filled with
gratitude, some days with repentance, and some with need.
Just lay your heart and your prayers at the Father's feet
and wait for his powerful response. May God bless you as you
connect daily with God.
Start your day off right--every day of the year--with Daily
Wisdom for Teens, and spend time in the loving presence of
your heavenly Creator.
Allow God's Word to speak to your heart through this
thoughtful daily devotional--and come to know the power of
God's transforming love as you learn to share that love with
the rest of the world.
365 Daily Devotions by Teen Girls for Teen Girls
365 Devotions for Young Women
Teen to Teen
This Is Now
Devotions for the God Girl
#Truth
The One Year Mother-Daughter Devo
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Light the path to growing up with 5-minute devotionals. Crushes, girl squad drama, school
stress--not to mention figuring out who you are and what you want to be when you grow
up--a lot happens in your teens that can make you feel left in the dark. Find the light--open
this book and let the Scripture be your guide. Live In Light is every girl's guide to tackling
their teenage years with the wisdom and comfort of the Bible. From navigating the
pressure to be "perfect" on social media to dating and dealing with frenemies, these
5-minute devotionals help you to become the woman that both you and God want you to
be. Inside these teen devotionals for girls, you'll find: 5-minute devotionals--Bring the Bible
into your day at any moment with quick and practical readings. Relatable
Scripture--Unpack lessons from the Bible with anecdotes you can apply to your daily life.
A spiritual toolkit--Relate God's words to challenges and topics like social media, body
image, self-worth and more. In a world filled with change, this book offers unwavering
guidance to live under the bright light of faith.
Provides a daily devotional filled with personal experiences by teenage girls in order to
guide readers through difficult issues by living through Christ.
The newest installment in the wildly successful franchise (Q&A a Day, Q&A a Day for
Kids, Our Q&A a Day, Q&A a Day for College), Q&A a Day for Meis the perfect format
to commemorate one of the most exciting, emotional, and fast-paced times in a person's
adolescence. So much can happen in junior high and high school-new best friends,
awkward growth spurts, first crushes, embarrassing moments-what better way for a teen
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to reflect on how he or she has changed than with this colorful, compact journal? Like
other journals in the series, Q&A a Day for Meis filled with 365 questions, one on each
page for every day of the year, with space to write down a short response every year for
three years. Designed with a vibrant, contemporary cover and notebook-inspired interior,
this journal is bright enough to appeal to a younger sensibility without feeling childish.
Keep God with you as you travel the road to adulthood. Find comfort and inspiration with
the latest in Christian books for teen girls. Inspiration for Christian Teen Girls is a
devotional and guided journal that brings you closer to God. Insightful writing prompts
reflect on who you are, who you want to be, and how you can grow into that person
through self-expression and faith. With plain, modern language, this is one of the only
Christian books for teen girls that presents God's Word in simple readings that are easy to
understand. Discover wisdom on everything from bullies, to social media, relationships,
and more--and how God is with you in every situation. Christian books for teen girls
should have all this: No time pressure--The weekly prompts are engaging and deep,
followed by plenty of space for you to write your truths for a full year. Suggestions for
prayer--The sample prayer at the end of each devotion connects you to God in your own
way. You and beyond--Use this new entry into Christian books for teen girls to spark
further discussions with your family and friends. Let your faith be your guide on your
path to growing up, with this progressive option in Christian books for teen girls.
The Best Minute of Your Day
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Devotions for the God Guy
365 Devotions for Men by Men
Dive Into Living Water
90 Devotions for Teens
Beloved
365 Daily Devotions for Teens

Give teen girls a daily boost to their confidence and their faith It's not
always easy to find the beauty in everyday life--especially for
teenagers--when so much is changing and uncertain. Daily Affirmations
for Christian Teen Girls is an empowering collection of Scripture and
reflections that encourages young women to feel more optimistic and
stay connected to God. Each day, they'll read a new passage from the
Bible and a short affirmation to carry in their heart all day. A year of
positivity--Teen girls will explore 365 affirmations and watch their
relationship with God grow over time. Just for teens--Girls can reflect
on what matters most to them, with verses that address teen issues
like friends, growing up, and treating themselves with respect. Build a
routine--Insightful devotions that are fun and easy to do will keep teen
girls coming back to this devotional regularly. Inspire and motivate
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teen girls with this simple, faith-based book of affirmations.
One of AmericaÆs favorite pastors, Max Lucado offers his first 365
devotional for teens, encouraging them to trust God and His perfect
plan for their lives. Life is hard, and todayÆs teens could use daily
guidance and reassurance that God is with them, through it all and
despite it all. In One God, One Plan, One Life, bestselling author Max
Lucado offers teens an accessible way to connect with their Lord. Daily
devotions address such topics as faith and obedience but also offer
wisdom on topics that teens battle, such as purity, bullying, alcohol
and drug use, and self-image. Each day includes a short devotion and
accompanying scripture as well as a take-away application that will
inspire and challenge teens to trust in God and His plans for them. One
God, One Plan, One Life helps teens to cut through lifeÆs distractions
and rely on the one thing that is truly importantùa relationship with
God. Meets national education standards.
Guess What, Beautiful Girl? You Matter to the Heavenly Creator. . .and
He Has a Perfect Plan for Your Life! This delightful devotional, created
just for teen girls like you, is a beautiful reminder of your purpose. .
.your worth. . .your place in the world. 180 encouraging readings and
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inspiring prayers, rooted in biblical truth, will reassure your doubting
heart. In each devotional reading, you will encounter the bountiful love
and grace of your Creator, while coming to understand His plan--for
you and you alone. You Matter: Devotions and Prayers for a Teen Girl's
Heart is a wonderful, quiet-time devotional!
You'll find just the wisdom and encouragement you need in 3-Minute
Devotions for Teen Girls. This practical daily devotional packs a
powerful dose of inspiration into 3 short minutes.
Conversations with Jesus
Inspiration for Christian Teen Girls
The Essential Teen 365 Devotional
5-Minute Devotions for Teen Girls
A Little God Time for Teens
365 Daily Devotions
365 Daily Devotions by Teen Guys for Teen Guys

The One Year Devos for Teen Girls is a fresh new devotional just for teen girls by popular
author Dannah Gresh. The subject matter is current and includes modern topics. The devotions
often utilize social media such as viewing YouTube videos and dealing with Facebook. While
the subject matter is modern, Gresh, in her solid big-sister fashion, points girls to the unchanging
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Word of God. She meets girls where they are and simply explains what God’s Word says about
the issue. The devotional reads like a handbook on living as a teen girl in today’s society. Gresh
doesn’t shy away from controversial issues, but gives a biblical perspective on topics teens are
sure to wonder about, such as sexuality, bullying, self-worth, church issues, hypocrisy, and
Facebook. Gresh writes the devotional with Suzy Weibel, the wife of her pastor.
Start your day off right--every day of the year! With an engaging devotion and related scripture
selection for every day of the year, Daily Wisdom for Teen Guys is written especially for teens
ages 13 and up. Spend daily quiet time with Him and experience encouragement and faithbuilding inspiration as you come to know and understand God loves and cares about you--no
matter what!
Provides a daily devotional filled with personal experiences by teenage boys in order to guide
readers through difficult issues by living through Christ.
August Pullman stole the hearts of over a million readers in the bestselling, award-winning
WONDER. 365 DAYS OF WONDER is a beautiful companion to the novel: a collection of
quotes and wise words, one for every day of the year. It includes funny, insightful, inspiring
thoughts from WONDER's fans, famous authors and personalities - from Roald Dahl and Paul
McCartney to Anne Frank, Tolkien and Popeye - and from the novel itself. It's the perfect gift
for anyone who loved WONDER, and it's a book to be treasured and enjoyed again and again.
A Weekly Devotional and Journal
365 Days of Wonder
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365 Days of Prayer for Teens: Daily Devotional
A Little God Time for Teachers
Live in Light
A 365-Day Journey
Make Great Decisions Christian Workbook for Teen Girls: A Practical & Biblical Guide to
Choices That Matter

Teenage girls today are constantly bombarded with ideas, images, and
information. There is an endless supply of advice waiting at their fingertips
or flowing from those around them. But how can they know what is really
true? What is lasting and real? Be encouraged with truth as you spend time
with God, reflecting on these devotions, scriptures, and prayers. Let him
show you that you are beautiful, you are loved, and you were created with a
purpose. There is no one quite like you, and he is delighted to call you his
daughter. Let God’s time-tested promises rebuild and restore your heart,
mind, and spirit.
Let faith guide your teenage years. On your journey to becoming a man, the
scripture has mapped out a road for you to walk. Along the way, you'll have
big questions like "what type of person do I want to be?" or, "how do I get
there?" or, "what should I believe?" Reach for this book, and stay on
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course. Walk in Faith bridges scripture with the everyday challenges of
being a teenager--From dealing with peer pressure to dating. These
5-minute devotionals help teens successfully navigate some of life's most
important and trying moments with a little faith and God's unwavering
guidance. Inside, you'll find: 5-MINUTE DEVOTIONS--practical and quick
reflection. RELATABLE SCRIPTURE--easy-to-digest and short passages.
REAL CHALLENGES--apply the scripture to contemporary topics like social
media, body image, self-worth and more. "Don't let anyone look down on
you because you are young, but set an example for the believers in speech,
in conduct, in love, in faith and in purity."--1 Timothy 4:12
Trace the path of Joseph's life in the Book of Genesis to observe how
God's sovereignty reigns, even in our darkest moments. Learn to recognize
when God is working during periods of waiting, trust God's plan when life
doesn't make sense, and rest in the sufficiency of His presence in every
circumstance. His provision is enough, His presence is constant, and His
purpose is unstoppable. (8 sessions) Features: Leader helps to guide
questions and discussions within small groups Personal study segments
to complete between 8 weeks of group sessions Interactive teaching
videos, approximately 35 minutes per session, available for purchase or
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rent Benefits: Place your hope in the God who is with you. Learn to trust
God's purposes when life doesn't make sense. Recognize how God is
working in your waiting. Rest in the sufficiency of God's presence in every
circumstance.
Finally: Someone Who Gets It Adults may mean well, but do they really get
everything you’re facing as a teenager? The pressure to drink and party,
cheat on that test, or give in to that guy? How about the devastation of
losing a friend, parents divorcing, or low self-esteem? Who can better
relate than your peers? This Is Now is a devotional written by your peers
across the country who face the exact same things you do. God wants you
to find encouragement and support through one another “that they might
be called trees of righteousness” (Isaiah 61:3, KJV). Brief entrées and rich
Scripture verses are packed with hope and wisdom to guide you through
these challenging years. This Is Life—the Real Deal Nobody said these years
would be easy. Or maybe someone did—but it was probably an adult who
doesn’t get it. Now, in this 365-day devotional, teens just like you come
together from around the world to offer guidance through your toughest
questions and situations. The entries are genuine—solidly built on the Word
of God. “Why do we look at the girl next to us and wish we had her hair,
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nose, or thighs? Did God make a mistake when He made you or me? No
way! We are expressions of His ingeniously creative mind.” “When I got
older; I wasn’t so sure of myself anymore. I wanted to grow up, have a
career, get married…but I still wanted to climb trees, run, and play.” “Satan
tells me things like, 'You don’t look pretty' or 'Your friends don’t really
care about you.' I think these are lies that most girls face. So what do we do
with them?” “This wasn’t the first time I had vomited a meal. It was just
that, well, I ate too much. I wanted to take it back. I didn’t think I was fat; I
just wanted to be thinner than I was.” Story Behind the Book “The teen
years make up one of the most challenging and exciting time periods in
anyone’s life. Teens are faced with temptations most adults either don’t
understand or have forgotten about. For the one committed to Christ,
pressures are even greater. They look for encouragement, support, and
belonging from their peers. Sadly, much of what is found is divisive and
destructive. So I figured: If teens are intent on learning from their peers,
why not give them incredible peer role models? A book written by teens for
teens in devotional format will be an exciting tool for spurring spiritual
growth among teens!” —Patti M. Hummel
365 Days of Faith, Motivation, Confidence, and Empowerment
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Stand Strong
Daily Wisdom for Teen Guys
You Matter - for Teen Girls
Walk in Faith
God Hears Her
365 Days of Prayer for Teens
The lives of four high school seniors intersect weeks before a
meteor is set to pass through Earth's orbit, with a 66.6%
chance of striking and destroying all life on the planet.
Simultaneous eBook.
Where else would teens find courage and strength to live for
God if not from the Gospel of John? This book takes readers
through the Book of John in 50 devotions written especially to
speak to youth concerns. Each devotion is only two pages and
covers 10-30 verses, giving youth a great way to connect with
Scripture. And youth leaders will find dozens of illustrations,
questions for reflection, and program ideas to beef up their
ministry to youth.
The responsibilities of life can wear men down.. But this
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concise devotional will inspire men to draw strength from the
Word of God. Each devotional is practical and brief, taking only
five minutes to read. Wisdom from Scripture and insights from
the experiences of other men will help readers build a solid
foundation—one that allows confidence in the Lord no matter
what life brings their way.
Daily affirmations and positivity to support teen guys Being a
teen isn't always easy, but teens can always take comfort in
God's Word. This book of affirmations pairs powerful excerpts
from Scripture with 365 daily messages of inspiration and
positivity. With His support, teen boys can take on the day's
challenges with confidence. Brief and easy--Each affirmation
takes just a minute or two to read, and they aren't dated, so
teen boys can open the book to any page they like. Making a
consistent habit--By spending a moment with God every day,
teen guys can refocus their energy on the things that
matter--and grow stronger through His love. A year of
prompts--Find a prompt for each day of the year that includes a
quote from the Bible and a simple explanation that helps teens
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understand it. Give teen boys the opportunity to build their
sense of strength and self in just a few minutes each day.
E-Prayers for Teenage Girls
365 Devotions for Teens Connecting Life and Faith
3-Minute Devotions for Teen Girls
Q and A a Day for Me
Daily Wisdom for Teens
Once-a-Day Devotional for Teens
A Girl-to-Girl Devotional for Teens
These 365 devotions for teens are filled with Scriptures and action points that
focus on Christ's life, ministry, and character. Spend the next year becoming
more like Jesus, the ultimate role model.
Over 90,000 copies sold! Devotions designed to help mothers and daughters
grow closer to God and each other 365 daily devotional readings Discussion
questions Mother/daughter activities Great for conversation starters Perfect for
tweens and young teens Moms, do you want to connect with your daughter and
God at the same time? Girls, do you ever wonder if your mom knows what its like
to be in your shoes? This devotional is uniquely designed to help mothers and
daughters grow closer to each other while they grow closer to God. Written by
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best-selling tween and teen author Dannah Gresh with Janet Mylin, each
devotion includes a Bible passage and an activity or discussion question to help
moms and daughters apply the lesson to their lives. Topics for the devotions are
centered around issues that best-selling author Dannah Gresh is known for
addressing through her books and mother-daughter conferences. Topics include
modesty, purity, self-esteem, handling emotions, witnessing, living the faith, and
more. Throughout this book, there are also tips for meditating on Gods Word,
easy-to-swallow theology lessons, some craft activities, and even a few recipes
to serve as reminders of Scripture. After 365 days, mother and daughter are sure
to see a difference in their relationship with God and each other.
Provides three hundred sixty-five devotions written specifically for teens and
centers around a reading plan that touches on the entire Bible over the course of
a year.
Imagine empowering your students to spend just a few minutes each day
discovering a life-shaping, thought provoking, Jesus-centered truth that can
transform them into the kind of people God crafted them to be. The Simple Truth
Bible features 365 daily devotionalseach one a tasty, bite-size morsel that
powerfully reveals what it means to deeply love and trust God, to lead a Jesuscentered life, and to lean on Scripture for guidance and wisdom. Teenagers will
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discover how to experience hope in the middle of tough times, how God deeply
and passionately loves them, how to build an authentic friendship with Jesus, and
how they were created to lead a life of impact in this world and for eternity. Each
devotion includes: Thoughts on a specific passage of Scripture and how it relates
to students lives-Insights to help teenagers turn their thoughts into prayers as
they spend time with God- Ideas to follow if students want to spend more than a
few minutes each day with God - Perspective on how that days passage fits into
the big picture of the Bible. The Simple Truth Bible features contributions from
some of the leading voices in youth ministry today, including Kurt Johnston, Mark
Oestreicher, and Greg Stier. The writers skillfully connect the dots between the
ancient truths of Scripture and the issues teenagers face living in the 21st
century. Help students join a generation of teenagers committed to experiencing
Gods constant, daily presence in their lives!
50 Devotions for Teens on the Gospel of John
Daily Wisdom for Teens 2020 Devotional Collection
Daily Christian Affirmations for Teen Boys
A 365 Devotional
The One Year Devos for Teen Girls
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Knowing Jesus (Rose Cover)
A 365-day devotional that offers teen girls a daily resource
for deepening their relationship with God through a personal
quiet time.
Whether you have made prayer a habit already or this is your
first prayer devotional, inspiration is waiting for you in
the daily prayers written here. Ultimately, prayer is a
conversation with God. You don't need to use fancy words or
recite long passages of Scripture. Just talk to God. Open
your heart. He adores you, and he's listening to every word
you say. Some days your prayers may be filled with
gratitude, some days with repentance, and some with need.
Just lay your heart and your prayers at the Father's feet
and wait for his powerful response. May God bless you as you
connect daily with God.
You will be empowered to face life head-on as you read on a
wide range of everyday issues, from how to handle mistakes
to understanding the Bible to dealing with bullying or loss
and so much more. In about five minutes a day, you will
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learn more about yourself, more about relationships, and
more about the God of the universe who knows you personally
and loves you unconditionally. Includes devotional thoughts,
a Bible verse for the day, thought-provoking questions, and
optional additional Scripture reading.
Inspire. . . Challenge. . . Fuel Your Faith. This daily
devotional from Josh McDowell unpacks spiritual truths that
will inspire, challenge, and fuel your soul every day of the
year--from January 1 to December 31. Practical and relevant,
each month of devotional readings shares a common theme—
January: THE TRUTH THAT GOD EXISTS February: THE TRUTH ABOUT
GOD'S WORD March: THE TRUTH ABOUT ORIGINAL SIN April: THE
TRUTH ABOUT GOD BECOMING HUMAN May: THE TRUTH ABOUT CHRIST'S
ATONEMENT FOR SIN June: THE TRUTH ABOUT JUSTIFICATION
THROUGH FAITH IN JESUS CHRIST July: THE TRUTH ABOUT LIVING
THE TRANSFORMED LIFE August: THE TRUTH ABOUT JESUS' BODILY
RESURRECTION September: THE TRUTH ABOUT THE TRINITY October:
THE TRUTH ABOUT GOD'S KINGDOM November: THE TRUTH ABOUT THE
CHURCH December: THE TRUTH ABOUT CHRIST'S RETURN. Truth Is.
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. . 365 Youth Devotions Connecting Life and Faith will lead
you to understand the truths of God and how living them out
is beneficial in your everyday life.
Fearless Faith
One God, One Plan, One Life
We All Looked Up
365 Devotions for Women by Women
Trusting God Day by Day
Daily Devotional
The Power of Gods Love
Although we live in an unpredictable world, God has a command for His
precious daughters: Be strong and courageous—that means be very, very
BRAVE! Whether your Brave Girl is girly or sporty, book-smart or heartsmart, the superstar or the shy sweetheart, every little girl is a daughter
of God, and this devotional has something for her. Full of inspiring stories
and devotions written just for her, the Brave Girls 365-Day Devotional will
help your precious girl grow stronger in her faith every day. By walking
through the pages of this devotional with her new friends Hope, Glory,
Honor, Gracie, and Faith, she will develop a deeper understanding of what
a relationship with Jesus looks like in her very own life. The perfect
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companion to Tommy Nelson’s Brave Girls Bible Stories, this daily
devotional will help you encourage the brave girls around you to develop a
consistent habit of spending time with the Lord. Through relatable
characters, fun illustrations, and easy-to-understand writing, this
devotional will surely impact your brave girls—and maybe the entire
family too! Hope, Glory, Honor, Gracie, and Faith invite you and your
favorite Brave Girl to join them on the adventure of a lifetime—growing
closer to Jesus!
In her dynamic new devotional, TRUSTING GOD DAY BY DAY,
international speaker and New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer
provides you with powerful "starting points" for every day of the year.
Each day's devotion is filled with practical advice and help from Joyce
along with life-changing promises from God's Word that you can quickly
and easily apply in your own life. The world wants you to place your trust
in your circumstances, your success, your talents and the opinions of
others. But God's called you to rise above the world, and put your full
trust in Him - to believe and apply what He's promised in His Word more
than anything else. Living this way won't just happen - you have to be
intentional. But where do you begin? We all need help to make good
choices, battle worry, overcome anxiety and keep a positive attitude. Using
this devotional, readers will learn to grab hold of life this way, day by day,
with trust in God.
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The teen girl's guide to making the best decisions--with God's help!
Becoming a teenager means a whole new world of decisions--this modern
take on Christian books for teen girls gives you the spiritual tools you
need today to make the right choices about friendships, family, school,
romance, and goals. A standout among Christian books for teen girls, the
smart insights within will inspire you to get--and stay--connected to the
Lord, while relatable, faith-based guidance will encourage you to make
good choices and celebrate the beautiful, special woman God created you
to be. This guide is everything Christian books for teen girls should be,
with: Daily devotions--Invite faith into your everyday decisions with
inspirational bible quotes. Practical insights--Make your faith personal by
self-check quizzes and reflection questions you won't find in other
Christian books for teen girls. Creative writing--Track your faith journey
as you write with God in mind and express your feelings. If you're
interested in Christian books for teen girls, but aren't sure where to start,
this book will be your guide to growing up with faith and fearlessness.
Beloved: 365 Devotions for Young Women is a topical devotional that uses
the inspiring stories of girls and women in the Bible—such as Ruth,
Esther, Mary, and Abigail—to encourage faith and confidence as well as
provide insight into topics like relationships, inner beauty, and chasing
your dreams. Each day features an easy-to-read, relevant devotion paired
with a scripture verse about a Biblical girl or woman, as well as journaling
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space to help readers reflect on the day’s message. With honest, poignant,
and sometimes humorous text, every page will speak to the pressures and
changes girls face, giving them real-world applications to find God in their
hearts and in their lives. Perfect for everyday use, Beloved will resonate
with girls searching for truth and guidance.
A Daily Devotional for Her Heart
Inspiration, Motivation, and Positivity
Daily Affirmations for Christian Teen Girls
Devotions & Prayers for a Teen Girl's Heart
5-Minute Devotional for Teen Boys
The Simple Truth Bible
Brave Girls 365-Day Devotional

You need to know that God hears you. The story of Hannah in
1 Samuel tells of one woman’s personal heartache and trust
in the One who could fulfill her desires. She poured her
heart out to God, and He heard her. The Our Daily Bread
devotionals selected for this collection reassure you that
God is with you, God is for you, and God hears you. The
personal stories, Scripture passages, and inspirational
quotes lift you up and remind you that God is bigger than
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the trials you face.
Teaching is a work of heart that takes energy and
inspiration. Whether your classroom is in a traditional
school building or right next to your kitchen, the young
people you are equipping are blessed to have you pouring
wisdom into their lives. Rest assured that your hard work
does not go unnoticed; the effort you put in now will reap
a harvest in years to come. Spend a little time with God as
you dive into these devotions, and find the strength and
encouragement you need to face each teaching challenge that
comes your way. With God’s help, you can make a positive
impact on those in your care.
Contains devotions with practical and action-oriented
applications designed to help teens through the challenges
of daily life.
An interactive journal that gives teenagers a user-friendly
way to interact with God.
Finding God Faithful - Bible Study Book
Hi God, It's Me!
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